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Adivasis are considered to be the primitive segment of Indian society. Most of the 

tribal community are living within the vicinity of forest for their livelihood. These 

forest areas are not merely a source of livelihood but also a part of their culture. The 

Government realised that the forest and forest land on which tribal cultivate and 

resources which they procure belongs to tribal community and they must get their 

rights. Therefore, The Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers 

(Recognition of Forest Rights) Act, 2006 (FRA 2006) was enacted ten years ago in 

December 2006 for their sustainable livelihood. 

The paper tries to explore the glimpses of Land rights andNistar rights in Chandrapur 

districts of Maharashtra. A review of tribal community has been portrayed to study 

real life situation of tribal community in this region. 
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Introduction 

Scheduled tribes constitute 8.6 percent of the total population in India (2011 Census). 

The tribal population is distributed among all states and most of the union territories, 

with large concentration in Mizoram, Nagaland, Arunachal Pradesh, Gujarat, 

Rajasthan, Bihar, Orissa, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Andhra Pradesh, West - 

Bengal, Kerala, Andaman Nicobar Islands, Laccadives etc. (Goodland & Robert, 

1982). The life style and tradition of each indigenous community is unique and is 

related to the utilization of particular natural resource and particular type of work. 

They had been collecting resources from forest without causing any damage to it. The 

forest provides them with food and livelihood security.  

Since tribal communities live in close proximity with biodiversity rich landscapes, 

they have evolved local specific and novel livelihood strategies based on their 

indigenous knowledge. This knowledge was passed on through generations and it 

played an important role in the conservation and sustainable use of biodiversity. By 

and large, they were depending on nature for their survival. Thus, there always existed 

an organic unity between humans and their surrounding environments in the 

traditional societies. Social and cultural diversity, coupled with the environmental 

complexity, have generated diverse approaches and technologies in the management 

and use of different natural resources (Mishra, 2007). 

Vidarbha accounts for 40% of the mineral wealth in Maharashtra and 75% of its forest 

wealth. 29% of the state's minerals is produced by Chandrapur district alone. The 

opening up of minerals and forest wealth to industries, introduction of coal-based 

industries, cement factories and thermal power stations in this region donned land 

related conflicts resulted the issue of tribal land right protection. 

Abstract 
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The Chandrapur district has 11443 sq. km geographical area, of which 5010 sq. km 

area is under forest. The forest area is divided in regular forest area (3969 sq km); 

revenue forest area (102 sq km) and FDCM forest area (939 sq km), while 

Chandrapur forest circle has about 9870.68 sq km of forest area of which forest cover 

is 2730.49 sq. km i.e., about 27.66 percent.According to one estimate about 1, 64,610 

ha of forest land is diverted from forest to other purposes in India. Chandrapur district 

is being appeared as most influenced district in the concern of developmental projects 

and its environmental impact.  But with the increasing encroachment of non-tribal in 

to the tribal areas, the resistance activity was slowly augmented into tribal 

movements. Various Rights e.g., Land Rights, Nistar Rights were governed by the 

central and state government but due to interference of non-tribal, the tribal 

community have to face hurdles and everyday challenges. Some of the issues of tribal 

community in concern to the various acts have been discussed by the researcher. 

 

Objective of the study: 

• To study the various provisions and execution of Acts and Rights for tribal 

community.  

 

Methodology 

The researcher conducted face-to-face interviews when he visited individual 

households for the purpose of interviewing specific individuals. Further, since most of 

the respondents were illiterate, they would not be able to read and write. Therefore, 

interactions were made in their local language. Fink (1995) describes face-to-face 

interviews as that part of the survey system which is mainly used for collecting 

information to describe, compare or explain knowledge, attitudes, practices or 

behaviour. He believes that interviews may be used to survey opinions on just about 

any topic. 

As the questionnaire are of open ended, the reviews of tribal Community in the form 

of Case study for Chandrapur District of Maharashtra were consider for the research 

study.  

Land Rights of Tribal:  

Theconcept of land holding has come up amongst the tribes since they have shifted 

from primitive to shifting and now to sedentary agriculture. As per the study, more 

than 43% of tribal households were landless as they have lost their land in the hands 

of non-tribals(Ramotra K.C.2010) 

Large scale acquisition of land for private and government projects are regularly 

undertaken without following prescribed procedures or offering adequate 

compensation., the complexities of the agro market and monsoon dependence.The 

landowners struggle to make productive use of agricultural land because of 

complexities of the agro-market, monsoon dependence, Forest entry restrictions and 

little access to formal credit. The land asset mayin fact lead to cycles of indebtedness, 

loss of land through mortgages to moneylenders and farmers' suicides.  

In Chandrapur district 82 tribal villages are situated in Jiwati tehsil. Land grabbing is 

fatal in nearby areas of Jiwati. There was also the problem of unorganised land 

records in the Jiwati tehsil. In June 2015,the survey numbers of land were wrongly 

placed byrevenue and forest officials. Survey numbers are allotted as part of routine 

demarcation which were exercises by revenue and forest officials. This situation 
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leadsto measurement and reallotment of survey numbers again to the tribals as per 

direction of administration.The results of which have left many tribals distressed. 

Laws protecting the land and property rights of the poor are not implemented. 

Dispossession of tribals from their lands is a criminal offence but land grabbers are 

rarely arrested. Women have rights to parental and matrimonial property, but these 

rights remain on paper, denied by patriarchal structures.  

Shramik Elgar helped around 500 tribal families to regain their 2,000 acres 

of Land. These title-holders had been violently dispossessed by non-tribals. Two 

villages that had been forced to flee to the nearby state returned back to its 

place.Also, Rs. 9,000,000 was allocated by the state government for 

rehabilitation.17 criminal offences were registered against the land grabbers and 80 

offenders were arrested. 

RatiramLakhmanKhusinge, BhauraoAsbajiSalame, Ashok Pendam and many more 

tribal of Chandgaon(bu.) of Bramhapuri taluka cultivating on the Forest land from 30 

year. Even after furnishing thedocuments, they had not entitled with land rights. In 

Pijdura village of Warorataluka, 300 Kolam tribals in 50 families are residing since 

1927 and cultivating land but still they are struggling for land rights. Sarpanch of 

Pijdura village shri. KawaduWaghuAtram stated “We have spent more than lakhs, but 

still struggling for land rights and livelihood”. 

The tribal farmers of Kolam tribe in Kaliguda of Jiwati are harassed by the illegal 

excavation of red soil by the private contractors without any prior permission of the 

tribal farmers.  Even after complaint, the reports have been made in the office in 

favour of contractor neglecting the tribal farmer.  As farming is the only way of 

livelihood of kalams, such excavation of red soil from the farm land by means of 

making pits with JCB reducing the area of cultivation and threat of land grab, 

eventually creating the problem of their livelihood. The government officials 

overlooked and managed this matter purposefully for petty gains. 

Nistar rights:   
The person in the area of Chandrapur District has rights to procure commodities 

necessary for living from the surrounding area and forests. This right of the people 

was known as nistar rights. This ‘Nistar Rights’ is important arrangement devised 

to meet the survival needs of the people and ensure in return that the communities 

conserved the forests. The nistar rights continued to remain undisturbed till 1950 on 

account of this pressure. MendhaLekha in Maharashtra was the first to get community 

forest rights (CFR) in 2009. Between April 2011 and November 2012, about 14,000 

claims have been made. But the village could exercise its right after a long battle with 

the forest bureaucracy. The forest department had conveniently misinterpreted the 

definition of minor forest produce (MFP) under the Forest Rights Act (FRA).  

In recent times, however, this has been changing and there is a certain confusion and 

lack of clarity in the matter regarding Nistar Rights. The residents of the area depend 

substantially on the forests as a source of food and livelihood, particularly through the 

collection of Non-Timber Forest Produce (NTFP). Food collected from the forest 

includes honey, roots, fruits, mushrooms, bamboo shoots, charoli, fresh leaves, and 

different types of fruits. NTFP is an important source of livelihood. Major NTFP 

collected from the forest include the flowers and fruits of mahua (Madhuca indica), 

leaves of tendu (Diospyros malyxylon) and bamboo. 
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The state government has been granting long term leases to industries and monopoly 

rights of exploiting the forest products like timber & bamboo and mining products 

like coal. Big industrial houses have also been trying hard to grab fertile and good 

forest land under the cover of degraded and denuded forest land. Such policies are 

making the livelihood of tribal farmers troublesome. As the tribal farmers being 

rainfed cultivating only a crop and depends on non-timber forest products for 

subsequent months to meet their end. 

Residents of villages in Chandrapur say Nistar supplies are irregular and insufficient. 

RambhauDhande, a resident of village Sitarampeth in Chandrapur, says, “All the 56 

families in our village are burads. Tribal need 15-20 bamboos per family per day for 

200 days a year, but supplies are constantly short.” In Parana and Sirkada villages of 

Chandrapur district, the tribals are traditionally engaged in crafting bamboo (bamboo 

artisan) i.e. making of Jhanzis, Tatwe, Dale, Topale etc. for their livelihood. But they 

are also struggling for having bamboo. “Even after application to have bamboo, the 

department overlooked our application, though we have right on 32 ha. forest in the 

vicinity”, stated Narayan Rama Atram, president of Forest Right Committee, Sirkada. 

The unit of tendu leaves in our area is ceased from 7-8 years, he added.      

As per the report given by Forest Department, Maharashtra has about 21% area under 

forests and bamboo grows copiously in the forests along with teak and other species. 

It is reported that about 4800 kms are under good bamboo cover. Outside the forests, 

bamboo is also grown widely in farm bunds and it is always seen in bunches and 

clumps in rural Maharashtra. Specially, it grows profusely in much of the 600 km 

Konkan coast and also in Vidarbha and the tribal areas of Northern Maharashtra.(Shri 

V. Giriraj, 2017 January). 

Table: 01 

Category 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 

Registered Burud& 

other families 

13261 13604 6024 

Total bamboo 

provided to buruds 

and other families 

9.92 Lakhs 8.48 Lakhs 5.75 Lakhs 

Total income by sale 

at nistar rates 

1,64 crores 1.35 crores 0.78 crores 

Source: Government of Maharashtra (Ministry of Agriculture) 

 

(The social forestry Directorate is the nodal Directorate for this programme. A 

total amount of Rs.13.545cr. was received under the National Bamboo Mission 

(Ministry of Agriculture, Government of India) during the period 2007-18 to 2014-15 

for bamboo sector in Maharashtra.) 

The Bamboo is still considered as a ‘Handicraft item’. As per the report (Shri 

V. Giriraj, 2017 January) , The State Government has been providing raw bamboo at 

subsidized rates to these artisan communities, known as nistar rates. They are given 

cards for getting the bamboo at concessional rates. At present, as per information 

made available, there are 7985 registered burudkaamgars. They are entitled to get up 

to 1500 bamboo per annum at highly concessional rates.  
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The village in Maharashtra’s Chandrapur district got community forest right 

title in May 2012-13, but the forest department denied its people the right to harvest 

bamboo. No felling can take place without a working plan, official told people. “The 

process is simple but the forest department makes it sound difficult”, says resident 

Mahadev Tekam. 

The tribal Artisan and craftsman in Chandrapur district are in urge that they 

should be given bamboo at the same rate that the government is giving the Ballarpur 

Paper Mills. Incidentally the largest paper mill of India - Ballarpur Paper Mills - gets 

bamboo at Rs.650 per TON which is about Re. 0.85 per bamboo. Artisans have to pay 

Rs.15 per bamboo. 

Government has monopoly over tendu leaves in all states, either directly or 

through its corporations. Contractors buy tendu leaves from government in return of 

royalty, while forest dwellers earn daily wages for collecting the leaves. The Forest 

Right Act renders this illegally by recognizing the right of forest dwellers to own 

manage and sell minor forest produce. But till now, no village, except those in 

Gadchiroli, has taken the initiative to sell tendu leaves. A strong lobby of contractors, 

in collusion with bureaucrats and beedi makers, has kept royalty and wage rates of 

tendu leaves much lower than the market price”, says SharadchandraLele of non-

profit Ashoka Trust for Research in Ecology and Environment. “It is an established 

system that works in the favour of both businessmen and the forest department”, he 

says. “The gram sabha fears if it decided to auction tendu leaves, contractors may 

decide among themselves not to buy from it or bid low”, he added. (Down to earth) 

Now a day mining and many other projects are introducing in the deep forest 

of the district. As the tribals in the region are dependent on the forests for their 

livelihood and it’s putting them in direct conflict with the carnivores.  Communities 

living in buffer villages and "wildlife corridor" have neither taken a serious note of 

this significant change nor did change their traditional practices. Especially the forest 

dependent families (landless) which extract minor forest produce (MFP) have not 

stopped going to the forest for extracting the fuel wood, bamboo, Mahua flowers and 

tendu (MFP) leaves. 

The "carnivores who are not familiar to human presence inside the TATR, 

when disperse in buffer, tend to attack on villagers who go for extracting MFP or 

livestock grazing. From 2007 to 2013, there are around 83 human death cases, and 

approximately 5861 (from 2008) livestock loss cases recorded only in Chandrapur 

district of Maharashtra (Against 223 human and 21,775 livestock death cases in entire 

Maharashtra-during 2007-Dec.2012)"  

Jabaran Jot: 
Most of the farmers have got land ‘Pattas’ to landless farmers in the districts, 

also the tribals who use to cultivate in the forest since long got the right of particular 

land. But the tribals are depriving of getting the clear 7/12 extract, as it is written with 

‘Zudupi land’ or ‘Gavati land’ or ‘grass land’ or either ‘Jabaran Jot’ (i.e., 

encroached land). 

 (In June 1978, reacting to the oppression and marginalisation faced by the 

Adivasis people under the Colonial Forest Laws, Activists from the Bhumi Sena, 

KashtakariSanghatana and Jabran Jot Andolan come together. This group came to be 

known as ‘Zabran Zot Kruti Samiti’) Ajit, N. P. (2017). The tribal farmers denied 
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the almost government schemes having 7/12 extract with abovesaid remarks. 

Sarpanch of Kemara,Tal-Pombhurna stated that farmers are cultivating traditionally 

th.e allotted forest land, still no measurement has been followed to get 7/12, those 

who had, remarked with ‘gras land’. 

Most of the tribals have not fragmented their 7/12 even after the death of 

father, it creates the difficulties in getting benefits of government schemes and various 

subsidies. Sale deed is now becoming mandatory to record the title or titles on 7/12 

extract. Ramesh Zima Soyam, Bhimnai,Ta-Pombhurna, holding 2.5 hectare could not 

benefited with bullock pair and cart because of not being marginal farmer. In fact, 

Ramesh is one of the title holders with one brother and sister. He is marginal farmer 

but not officially. In Kemara of same taluka, Usarpar(tu.) of Bramhapuri taluka, 

Tiwarla and Mangrul of Nagbhir taluka and Nandara of Chimur taluka (likewise in 

many more tribal villages) the proportion of fragmentation is negligible. 

 

Benefit of being BPL: 

The survey of tribal families for Below Poverty Line exercised in the district is found 

to be bogus. In fact, the objective behind is to identify the families with economic 

strata’s so that the criteria would facilitate for the penetration of government schemes. 

In remote areas, the non-tribals and politically powered tribals included themselves in 

the list of BPL whereas   most of the inundated poor sections are not listed as BPL. 

BPL is the important criteria for getting almost schemes designed for the poor section 

of the society it has been observed to be misused. 

Following are the members having 1hector of land but they were not included 

in BPL and those who were not in BPL appeared to be in BPL from the same village 

having 1.6 hector holding. (Mowada,warora; Bamangaon,chimur;Malewada-Dipak 

VitthalKumare,Sarpanch,Malewada,Chimur; JanikRamajiMasram, 

G.P.member)“BPL survey seems to be  bogus or vague”, said villagers in Mangrul. In 

Huma village very few people are under the BPL scheme. Villagers complained that, 

the Survey carried out without interviewing the households. Rengatur, Nagbhir only 

11 farmers are in BPL. The villagers reveals that the landless tribal labours were also 

not included in BPL villagers said. 

 

Conclusion 

It is realized that they have been cultivating the land since long but has not so 

far been registered in their name in terms of ownership of land. Now government has 

realized that the land on which tribal cultivate or possessed have been repossessed by 

the non-tribals, which is evidenced from the fact that their ownership is much higher 

than the tribals in some cases in some areas. It is assumed that the villages in which 

tribals are in majority should possess the major share of agriculture land.Forests are 

facing acute danger from developmental projects. All these developmental projects 

operating in deep forest of state are hampering the ecology and environment beyond 

repairable limit. 

The state government has been granting long term leases to industries and 

monopoly rights of exploiting the forest products like timber & bamboo and mining 

products like coal. Big industrial houses have also been trying hard to grab fertile and 

good forest land under the cover of degraded and denuded forest land. Such policies 

are making the livelihood of tribal farmers troublesome. Hence, in reaction to these 
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frustration and anxieties there is a crowd of social movements in tribal areas today. 

Even after enactment of Acts and Rights such as Forest Rights Act 2006, PESA Act -

1996, MNREGS, the forest (Conservation) Act 1980, The environment Protection Act 

1986, Nistar Rights, Land Rights etc, the Tribal community are still struggling for 

their rights in order to earn bread and better for sustainable livelihood. 

 

Limitation of the study  

The study has been confined to only one districts of Maharashtra i.e., Chandrapur. 

However, only district may not be a representation of the entire tribal population of 

Maharashtra state. Interview method have been adopted by the researcher and 

postulates open ended questions in order to understand deep rooted problems of tribal 

community. Case study of each tribal were considered for the research study. As some 

regions of the Chandrapur district is under threat of Naxalism, the local person had to 

accompany with the researcher to reveal fact or information from the tribal farmer.It 

was very difficult to chalk out the villages to be visited, as most of the interior 

villages were unapproachable and the routes were under the threat of the tigers and 

other carnivorous animals. 
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